
Chapter-8

More on Python



VARIABLE

1. A variable is a named storage location that stores the value

assigned to it. It can be changed during the program

execution. A variable can hold only one data value at a time.

2. When a new value is assigned to a variable, its previous 

value gets overwritten.

 Eg. rno = 5

 In the above example 5 is stored in rno, where ever 

we refer rno it will use the value 5. we can change it 

by assigning a new value say rno = 90. now it means 

rno is holding the value 90.



RULES TO WRITE THE VARIABLE NAME

 A variable name must start with an 
alphabet(capital or small) or an underscore( _ ).

 A variable name can consist of alphabets, 
digits, and underscore only. 

 A Python keyword cannot be used as a 
variable name.

 Space is not allowed in a variable name

 A variable name can be of any length. 

A keyword is a word that conveys a special meaning to the 

compiler.



REMEMBER
 Variable names are case-sensitive (e.g. roll_num and

Roll_num are different variable names).

 Examples of some valid variable names are:-

Student_id, student, home_address, min_value, max_val, 
age1980, a4b

Following are the examples of some invalid variable 
names:-

Invalid Variable Name Reason

Book Name Space is not allowed.

20Price Variable name cannot start with a digit.

Book.Price Dot is not allowed

Book@Author Special characters are not allowed.

min „min‟ is a keyword in Python, so it cannot be 

used as  a variable name. 



Statements & Functions in PYTHON?

 Statements are classified into two categories.

Executable and non – executable
Executable statements  are used to take some kind of an action in the program.

Non-executable statements are used for documentation. These statements do
not take any action. Example comment statement which is single line or multi
line.Single line comment statement is given by using # and for multiline enclose
the comment in 3 single or double quotes ‘’’ comment ‘’’

 Functions are prewritten programs using the python statement.
They are created to simplify programming. Every function has a ( )
brackets. We place the inputs or arguments to be processed by the
function in the (). We have 2 types of functions – Library and User
Defined. The functions which comes along with the python
compiler are library functions and which we create are known as
user defined. The scope of user defined is limited to the program
in which it is created.



print ( ) FUNCTION
print ( ) function can be used in the Interactive mode  as well 

as in the Script mode.

It is used to display user-defined messages on the screen.

Using print function you can also show the result of an 
expression, once it is processed.

There are many parameters or arguments that can be passed in 
the print( ) function. 

Syntax

print(object(s), sep=separator, end=end)

Objects are the data or expression we would like to display 

Sep is used to define the separator.

End defines the values to be printed at the end of all the 
values.



Examples of  print() function
 To display 10,20,30 separated by a comma
 print(10,20,30,sep=„  ,  ‟  )

 To print 10,20,30 separated by tab space(tab space is 5 characters)
 print(10,20,30,sep=„\t‟)

 To display 10,20,30 in three separate lines.
 print(10,20,30,sep=„\n‟)

 To display 10,20 with its sum
 print(10,20,‟ sum=„,10+20)

 To display name of the school
 print(“Delhi Public School”)

 Display school name 10 times.
 print(“Delhi Public School,”*10)

 To display ram, shyam and radha are selected for football.
 print(“Ram”,”Shyam”,”and Radha”,sep=„,‟ , end=“are selected for 

football”)

 Note: the above examples can also be done in a different way. But to
understand the syntax of print function better all arguments are used.
By default the sep is space character and end is ‘\n’ that new line.



THANKS


